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INTRODUCTION 

To master a martial art, it has been said, one must master it's core principles.  After more 

than twenty years of teaching an eclectic style in direct lineal descent from the two patriarchs of 

indigenous Korean Chang Moo Kwan, In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee, I have found this to be 

absolutely true.  Be it The Twelve  as practiced in the early days of the original Cho-Sun YMCA 1

dojang and later taught by Nam Suk Lee to his last students in San Pedro, California; be it a 

series of one-steps; or be it simply striking basics: if I teach or stress one technique to my 

students, they have one technique to sheathe. However, if I teach or stress one principle 

underlying a movement or technique, they have one thousand techniques from which to draw. 

When a Chang Moo Kwan instructor begins to understand the importance of valuing core 

principle over rehearsed technique, the Eight Elements of Courtesy and the Eight Elements of 

Fighting promulgated in Chang Moo Kwan’s The Green Book (1976) will take on a significance 

that demands elaboration and contextualization and translates into tangible training.

The disposition and articulation of these two sets of eight elements as found on page 20 of 

The Green Book lead one to reasonably conclude that such are to be considered core principles 

of the art of Chang Moo Kwan.  And as core principles, these are the simplest abstract of an art 

that was born out of the eclectic trainings and complex adversities of its founders, In Yoon 

Byung and Nam Suk Lee.  Unfortunately, for many Chang Moo Kwan practitioners, these 

principles are little more than words on a page that might merit learning by rote but are little 

understood or studied.  After years of analyzing kata from various traditions and out of the 

necessity to define for posterity the art handed to me following my instructor’s tragic death in 

2010, it is my conviction, however, that like kata, the core principles of an art are not meant to 

be memorized and performed, but studied and applied. 

 Ki-bone 1-5, Pyan-dan 1-5, Chulgi-il, Gensu-gensa1
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I invite the reader to indulge me for some moments as I briefly muse upon the core 

principles of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan, the Eight Elements of Courtesy and the Eight 

Elements of Fighting.  In doing so, I will gently excavate them from the historical context in 

which they were born and contextualize them for today’s American dojo in a way that honors the 

dying wish of Nam Suk Lee, that indigenous Chang Moo Kwan be preserved outside the 

competitions, sporting arenas, politics, and consortiums of Taekwondo—the national art of a 

nation that ultimately dishonored and betrayed the patriarch of one of the original nine Kwans 

that assimilated under the banner of Taekwondo in 1955.  Moreover, I will suggest how these 

principles can and should practically translate into actual training.  Again, to master a martial art, 

you must master its principles.  And, if you master one technique, you have one technique.  If 

you master one principle, you have one thousand techniques.
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Chapter 1 

The EIGHT ELEMENTS OF COURTESY 

The Eight Elements of Courtesy were the bedrock of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan born out 

of the Japanese occupation of Korea in World War II, the Korean War, the necessity of strong 

filial relationships during times of hardship, and the survival of the art following the death and 

disappearance of many of its earliest practitioners in the Korean Conflict, including In Yoon 

Byung, its founder.  These principles also colored Byung’s early training and were clearly seen 

in the relationships he had with his first instructor, a Mongolian Chuan Fa Grandmaster, and 

later with Kanken Toyama of Japanese karate lore.  They succinctly describe the little that 

remains known of his demeanor toward an opponent on the field of conflict or toward students in 

the training atmosphere of the dojang.  When a teenage Nam Suk Lee found a tattered Chinese 

translation of Gichin Funakoshi’s Karate-Jutsu lying in a Seoul gutter during the late 1930’s, it 

was only by these elements of courtesy that he could have successfully gathered and taught 

others what he had learned from pouring over this text during a time when the penalty for 

discovery by the unforgiving Japanese soldiers could have been death.  And, it was ultimately 

by these principles that Lee, who had no formal martial arts training before joining In Yoon 

Byung’s Cho-Sun YMCA dojang in 1946, was able to quickly become the school’s top student 

and take over the teaching responsibilities as early as 1950.  And, this was despite the 65% 

attrition rate of the first 500 students, attrition due primarily to the severity of the training.  By 

courtesy and the fraternity that undoubtedly existed between In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee, 

Chang Moo Kwan endured the disappearance of Byung in the Korean War and footprints of his 

influence remain in the indigenous twelve kata that Lee taught to his last students in San Pedro, 

California shortly before his death in 2000. 

What place can and should these principles of courtesy hold in the American Chang Moo 

Kwan dojo of today, clearly outside the historical and cultural contexts in which these principles 
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or courtesy were born and developed in the early training of the Chang Moo Kwan patriarchs? 

To practice and preserve indigenous Chang Moo Kwan demands their attention as these were 

so crucial to the art’s early germination and development.  It’s the opinion of this instructor that 

the first four elements—loyalty, filial piety, righteous obligations between teacher and students, 

and trust between friends—along with courtesy, the seventh, are inextricably tied together and 

should characterize relationships within a dojo.

LOYALTY TO ONE’S NATION

Ultimately, the loyalties of In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee for their nation were betrayed; 

and the globalism and moral degradation of American society today undermine such affections 

in terms of a national context.  Notwithstanding, it is a measure of loyalty that a Chang Moo 

Kwan instructor merits from his students.  But, this loyalty isn’t deserved, it’s earned.  An 

instructor who trains with his students, who dedicates time to his students outside normal class 

hours, who allows his students to teach, and who isn’t afraid to admit his weaknesses and 

vulnerabilities, won’t have to demand loyalty; he will find it, and he will find it strong. I am 

reminded of the words of the Lord Jesus Christ in Matthew 20:27:  “And whosoever will be chief 

among you, let him be your servant.”  The loyalty of students toward their teacher is an 

important part of a strong dojo and necessary for the preservation of an art.  But, the key to 

building it lies with a teacher who is a servant and not a dictator or drill sergeant.

FILIAL PIETY TO ONE’S PARENTS

One who has not proper respect for his parents doesn’t belong in a martial arts dojo and 

should never be taught.  Character is revealed in how one honors his parents and those of his 

own household.  Filial piety ought also to permeate the three primary relationships that exist in 

any Chang Moo Kwan school: the attitude of students toward their teacher, the attitude of a 
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teacher toward his students, and the attitude of students toward each other.  I believe filial piety 

is best fostered in all of these through training that emphasizes five responsibilities of uke, the 

one attacking, and two responsibilities of tori, the one receiving the attack.

The Five Responsibilities of Uke

1. Attack honestly and appropriately to tori’s level of advancement.
2. Only speed and/or power is adjusted, not the integrity of the attack.
3. Perform only at the speed at which you can safely break-fall.
4. As tori improves, so should the cooperative level of uke’s resistance. 
5. As falling improves, so will technique and balance.

The Two Responsibilities of Tori

1. Practice and learn the proper form of technique.
2. Take care of one’s uke.

And, bear in mind: a good uke doesn’t just attack, nether does a skilled tori simply defend.  Both 

work together to absorb knowledge concerning effective attack and counterattack. If this is 

remembered and practiced via instructors and students who are willing to uke for others as 

others have for them, filial piety in the dojo will be strong just as it was in the early days of 

Chang Moo Kwan when the training was severe.  And when filial piety is strong within the 

dojang, an art is more likely to be faithfully preserved.

RIGHTEOUS OBLIGATIONS BETWEEN TEACHER AND STUDENTS

There are righteous obligations between a Chang Moo Kwan teacher and his students, and 

it is the opinion of this instructor that the best way to build and maintain these is through 

fellowship outside the dojo and outside the context of martial arts. Personally, I don’t allow my 

students to call me sensei unless we are inside the dojo.  We spend time together in each 

other’s homes; we worship together at church; we break bread together; and we help one 

another through the hardships of life. And, in any of these contexts, I insist upon simply being 

called by my name. 
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Righteous obligations will also take shape and won’t need to be enjoined if an instructor 

doesn’t allow finances to be the reason why a student cannot continue attending classes. My 

students are expected to pay their monthly dues on time; and an instructor, as is the case with 

any laborer, is worthy of his reward. Notwithstanding, if a student cannot afford to pay, he or she 

knows he can talk to me and that we will work something out.  To help in such situations, our 

school has set up a dojo scholarship fund whereby students and instructors can voluntarily 

contribute at any time.  These monies are then used solely to cover the monthly dues for 

students who might temporarily be experiencing financial hardship.  Finances should never be a 

reason why a dedicated Chang Moo Kwan student cannot attend class.  And, for an instructor 

who truly embraces the core principles of courtesy, finances should never be a reason not to 

teach.

TRUST BETWEEN FRENDS

Trust between friends is what should characterize the relationship that a school’s students 

have with each other.  This is best fostered via training that is exercise and not competition. 

There is no point-sparring in my school, and we have chosen, following my instructor’s example, 

not to involve ourselves in tournaments.  Moreover, students are not allowed to comment on 

another student’s technique unless specifically asked to do so by an instructor.  As for a student 

or an instructor that has a problem with another student or instructor, he or she is not allowed to 

bring the matter before the head sensei until the offending party has been first approached.  

These things build trust and build friendships much like the friendships that once existed 

between In Yoon Byung and Kanken Toyama, In Yoon Byung and Nam Suk Lee, and Nam Suk 

Lee and his last students in San Pedro, California.
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COURTESY

As mentioned, this seventh of the Eight Elements of Courtesy is best grouped with the first 

four and primarily reflects upon relationships within the dojo.  Courtesy is fostered by the way in 

which students and their teacher address one another and by the intensity of attack when a 

teacher trains with his students or students of different rank train with each other.  The standard 

rule of fighting courtesy in our dojo is that intensity and level of contact are determined by the 

lower rank.  If the less advanced students want to utilize low-level contact and practice slowly, 

the higher-ranked attackers are expected to use low-level contact and come slowly.  If the 

lower-rank, however, comes with aggression or full-contact, this will be met with aggression and 

full contact, albeit controlled, from the more advanced practitioner.  Proper courtesy in the dojo 

will ultimately translate into discretion outside the dojo.

On our dojo patch (see title page), the hanja/kanji for the number twelve appears at the top, 

a direct reference to our Core Principle of Twelves which governs everything we do. As 

everything within the inner circle of the patch falls below the top of this hanja, so all we do in our 

art (i.e. which descends directly from indigenous Chang Moo Kwan) emanates from the 

framework of core principles—Twelve Core Principles of Spirit, Twelve Core Principles of Soul, 

and Twelve Core Principles of Body.  The aforementioned principles of Chang Moo Kwan 

courtesy are actually grouped together and defined under our Cheonjikido Principle of Soul #4 

which is entitled FILIAL PIETY and reads as follows:

FILIAL PIETY: There are righteous obligations between a martial arts instructor and his 
students. As from children of age toward an aged father, so does one’s sensei merit respect, 
courtesy, and a measure of loyalty. As from children toward an aged mother, so do one’s 
students merit esteem, succor, and tender commitment.  As from children of age toward one 
another, so do one’s martial siblings merit trust as between friends through training that is 
exercise and not competition.  As from children of age toward one another, so do one’s 
martial siblings merit trust as between friends through training that is exercise and not 
competition.
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DISCRETION IN KILLING THE LIVING

The fifth of the eight elements of Chang Moo Kwan courtesy concerns temper outside the 

dojo.  Unlike the modern MMA fad that breeds violence, indigenous Chang Moo Kwan was 

always about discretion.  I am reminded of an assessment once relayed by one of In Yoon 

Byung’s cousins concerned the Chang Moo Kwan patriarch:  “He was very strong.  If he ever 

had to fight, he would never seriously hurt anyone.  He just did enough to make them stop.”  

This, in a nutshell, is the discretion that martial arts demands, for martial arts without a 

discretionary moral framework is nothing short of barbarism.  Kenji Tomiki, the Aikido patriarch 

at the top of the other side of our dojo’s traditional roots, put it this way:  “A martial art not 

governed by rules of discretion is nothing but violence.”

Discretionary living really is healthful living, and a wise martial artist is circumspect: 

perceiving with the sword and against the sword, avoiding an unnecessary fight and refusing a 

fight he is certain to lose.  Moreover, discretion is motivated by love, and it is by love that a 

martial artist can be saved from harm while his attacker is spared from sin.

How does this actually translate into dojo training?  It begins by emphasizing the classic 

Aikido principle of living calmness.  As the calm still surface of the lake which reflects alike the 

moon and the flying bird, so must the soul of a martial artist live calm. For calmness dissipates 

panic, and the absence of panic is the key to controlling one’s spirit. King Solomon, one of the 

wisest men that ever lived said it thus: “He that is slow to anger [i.e. calm] is better than the 

mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city (Proverbs 16:32).”  And when one 

controls his spirit, discretion naturally follows.  Conversely, Solomon goes on to say “He that 

hath no rule over his own spirit is like a city that is broken down, and without walls” (Proverbs 

25:28).

Calmness in the dojo while training in kata, ippon kumite (i.e. one-steps), sparring, basics, or 

randori ultimately translates into discretion outside the dojo. In any of these exercises, we 
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emphasize breathing, centering energy in the lower abdomen, dropping the shoulders, and 

natural positioning.  In terms of kata, calmness that translates into discretion is practiced by 

emphasizing rhythm and flow as much as technique.  All kata, despite the intensity and 

complexity of technique should radiate unsui  (literally translated “cloud-water” in Japanese), 

drifting like a cloud and flowing like water.  I look for this in a student’s demonstration of kata as 

much as I look for proper technique.

Discretion in killing the living is also bred in the dojo via the art of subduing.  As in how In 

Yoon Byung handled the Japanese karate students who were picking on his Korean friend at 

Nihon University, wisdom favors subduing one’s opponent over destroying him.  It was the 

choice to evade and subdue over attack and destroy that consequently resulted in Byung’s 

relationship and elevation by the karate students’ teacher, the renowned Kanken Toyama.  This, 

in turn, would have a profound effect on the birth of indigenous Chang Moo Kwan. Whether 

practicing one-steps or self-defense, my students are taught that each technique must end by 

subduing the attacker.  This is shown by a finishing strike coupled with a ki-hap or with the uke 

tapping out.  When practicing or training against attacks with weapons, students are expected to 

take away the weapon after subduing the opponent. Moreover, using the weapon to show a kill 

after the uke is subdued and the weapon is no longer a threat is strictly forbidden.  A good way 

for a student to fail a test in our school while demonstrating knife one-steps is to subdue the 

uke, take away the knife, and then use the knife to demonstrate stabbing or slashing the 

attacker. This is not discretion in killing the living; this is not the indigenous spirit of Chang Moo 

Kwan. 

Sometimes, to truly subdue is to reluctantly destroy, and that right quickly, especially when 

there are multiple attackers or the lives of bystanders are at stake.  In terms of multiple 

attackers, we practice this by emphasizing a destructive blow to the first attacker, actually going 

after the second attacker before he can launch an attack, and then benefitting from the panic, 
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fear, or pause the results in the third, fourth, or fifth attacker.  In such a case, the first attacker 

may be destroyed, the second attacker might get hurt badly, but those that remain escape 

serious harm and the fight ends quickly.  This is discretion in killing the living. Of course, all of 

these things are  couched within and discerned from the twelve kata of indigenous Chang Moo 

Kwan taught by Nam Suk Lee to his last students in San Pedro.

Discretion outside the dojo is also fostered via teaching the art of initiative inside the dojo.  

Beginning students are taught to practice go-no-sen, taking defensive initiative against the 

PERIPHERY of an attack. Intermediate students are taught to seek sen-no-sen, taking initiative 

against the ONSET of an attack.  And, by black belt level, students should be at least attempting 

to pursue sen-sen-no-sen, taking superior initiative against the INTENT of an attack.  If a fight 

can begin and end with an attacker’s intent, all are spared from serious harm, and discretion in 

killing the living wins the day.

A more specific and tangible way in which discretion for killing the living is taught in our 

school is via a two-man gun kata that involves seven key principles as demonstrated in seven 

techniques.  All are gun take-aways that serve to protect not only the tori but the lives of those 

who may be nearby.  Blending techniques are very effective against a gun, but what might 

effectively protect the life of tori could endanger the lives of innocent bystanders.  The Chang 

Moo Kwan core principle of discretion is not just concerned with uke and tori; it is concerned 

with preserving all life.

PUT INTO PRACTICE WHAT IS PREACHED

My understanding of this core principle is that there is no room for hypocrisy in Chang Moo 

Kwan.  Words must be put into practice, yet true practice is not with words; it’s with the entire 

body.  What the martial artist has learned through preaching can be forgotten very quickly, but 

what he has learned through practice with the whole body can be remembered for a lifetime.
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A Chang Moo Kwan instructor who does not put into practice what he preaches, who may 

be able to pontificate but unable to demonstrate, erects his house upon a foundation of sand 

and will quickly lose the respect of his students.  In other words, you have to keep training if you 

are going to keep teaching.

CULTIVATION OF CAPABILITY

The final principle of Chang Moo Kwan courtesy was essentially Grandmaster Nam Suk 

Lee’s motto during his last day’s of teaching in San Pedro, California.  In fact, the patch used by 

this heritage today bears it plainly (see title page).

At the heart of this principle, I believe, is that the role of student in Chang Moo Kwan is 

perpetual.  Moreover, there is no security in belt color; and a black belt is little more than a 

doorway to further learning, critical assessment, and integration.  Again, I am reminded of the 

words of King Solomon in the Book of Proverbs:  

The way of a fool is right in his own eyes: but he that hearkeneth unto counsel is wise 
(Proverbs 12:15).

Give instruction to a wise man, and he will be yet wiser: teach a just man, and he will 
increase in learning (Proverbs 9:9).

A Chang Moo Kwan instructor who embraces this principle never stops learning; and he looks 

for his students to teach him.  Moreover, he doesn’t teach others to be like him or to conform to 

his own strengths and weaknesses.  He teaches in such a way that his students learn to 

cultivate the art to their own strengths and weaknesses, their own capabilities.  

In my opinion, how kata is taught and understood is key to developing this principle.  Initially, 

students should be taught to conform precisely to the kata as handed down to us from the 

patriarchs.  However, as a student begins to see kata as a bridge to prompt and effective 

disarmament, an atlas of martial technique, a treasure chest of martial principle, and a self-
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defense manual meant to be studied and applied, not memorized and performed, he will then 

learn to conform that kata to him, to cultivate it according to his capabilities.  In a Chang Moo 

Kwan dojo that truly practices and preserves the cultivation of capability, no two students will 

demonstrate kata exactly alike, neither will a student be able to demonstrate a form exactly the 

same way twice, and forever illusive will be the perfect demonstration of any form no matter how 

basic.

In terms of bunkai application, an essential, though oft-neglected, element of kata, it is 

unquestionable that there is more than one correct way to interpret or apply kata movement.  It 

naturally follows then that there must be more than one way to perform the same movement.  

The cultivation of capability embraces this truth and preaches it.

A Chang Moo Kwan instructor who truly understands this principle also inevitably dabbles in 

the realm of creative development. To train for a long time, simply rehearsing and regurgitating 

with the hands and feet, is the way of a puppet, not unlike one who learns to dance. To train with 

the heart and soul, creating and developing for the sake of others, is the way of an artist.  A 

martial puppet waxes old and dies alone.  A martial artist who cultivates according to capability 

bequeaths an array of tools, tools not handed to him; he primarily views his black belt as a 

means to hold up his pants and secure his uniform; and his ultimate goal is to raise up students 

who become better practitioners than himself, students that become his teachers.

A BLACK BELT CODE OF ETHICS  

I have found that one of the best ways to insure remembrance, cultivation, and preservation 

of these Chang Moo Kwan core principles of courtesy in black belts that are raised up to teach 

the art is by way of a black belt code of ethics to which all instructors are held accountable.  

Here is an example of one that is used in my dojo.
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Cheonjikido Yudansha Code of Ethics

Our instructors comprise a Yudansha (i.e. black belt) Board that oversees all affairs pertaining to the 
art of Cheonjikido. The Yudansha Board embraces, advocates, and promotes high standards of 
leadership. Therefore, each individual instructor is regularly assessed in terms of martial arts ability, 
teaching proficiency, and moral character, and all black belts are expected to:

1. Faithfully teach, advance, and remain loyal to the core principles of Cheonjikido and its traditional 
roots, Chang Moo Kwan and Tomiki Aikido.

2. Never use Cheonjikido for purposes other than self-defense, the defense of those that cannot 
defend themselves, or the teaching of the same to others.

3. Bear the responsibility, in accordance with Proverbs 24:11-12, of coming to the aid of those in 
danger of death or bodily harm (i.e. family, friend, or stranger); ignoring or willfully disregarding 
such situations, for whatever reason, is shameful, cowardly, and unbecoming of black belts.

4. Live blameless lives, both inside and outside the dojo.

5. Avoid, as a Cheonjikido yudansha, miscreant behavior, including but not limited to:

• Profanity
• Sexual relationships outside of marriage
• Homosexual behavior
• Use of pornography
• Illegal drug use
• Drunkenness
• Inappropriate contact and/or romantic relationships with students
• Public displays of rage or a brawling demeanor
• Actions that initiate or exacerbate a violent situation
• Involvement in criminal activity
• Arrest and conviction for legitimate crimes against society

6 Be law-abiding citizens insofar as obeying manmade law does not interfere with one’s obligation 
to the laws of Almighty God.

7. Never misuse teaching authority for personal gain or to undermine the authority of the yudansha.

8. Refrain from being found alone with a student of the opposite sex.

9. Either abstain totally from all alcoholic beverages OR limit consumption of alcohol to moderate 
amounts so as to never drink openly with public disregard or unto drunkenness.

10. Exercise discipline of students in a consistent manner without respect of persons.

11. Avoid bringing matters of conflict before the yudansha without first approaching the offending 
party.

12. Refrain from gossip or backbiting with regard to students or fellow instructors.

13. Refrain from discussing yudansha matters with/or in the presence of students.
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14. Watch over one another in brotherly love; to remember each other in prayer; to aid one another in 
sickness, distress, and need; to refrain from taking quick offense; to seek restoration and 
resolution of conflict without delay; and to work collectively toward the furtherance and 
advancement of Cheonjikido and the spirit of the indigenous traditional arts upon which is it built, 
Chang Moo Kwan and Tomiki Aikido.
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Chapter 2 

The EIGHT ELEMENTS OF FIGHTING 

Chang Moo Kwan’s Eight Elements of Fighting are core principles that should be practiced 

and discerned in all aspects of physical training.  Katas may evolve; a style may grow and 

further develop; and technique may adapt to face new threats not faced by an art’s patriarchs; 

but for an art to be faithfully preserved, its core principles endure.  What makes indigenous 

Chang Moo Kwan indigneous Chang Moo Kwan is not the forms, it’s not the one-steps, it’s not 

the self-defense technique, it is the core principles of fighting that should undergird all these 

things.  Indulge me for a few moments while I revisit page 20 in the The Green Book and muse.

GAZE

Gaze is the gateway to complete focus coexisting symbiotically with complete awareness.  

Without these, a fight cannot be won.  Indigenous Chang Moo Kwan emphasizes gaze, and 

proper gaze focuses without zeroing in; it relies upon peripheral vision; and its tied to living 

calmness.  Moreover, it is not an act of the eyes alone, its an act of the will and of the entire 

body.  Therefore, my students are taught to rest with remaining mind or eight-directional 

awareness, encounter enmity with no mind or premeditation, and gaze as falling snow upon the 

whole of an opponent.  With regard to the latter, an appropriate analogy would be to hold a 

pencil in front of the nose.  Zeroing in on the lead tip of the pencil obscures everything else, but 

gazing through the pencil keeps it in plain sight while maintaining the clarity of the surroundings.  

This is how one must gaze upon his attacker—complete focus without compromising complete 

awareness.  This can be easily practiced by having the tori focus upon the whole of an uke with 

gaze that falls on the center of the uke’s body.  Peripheral vision then covers the hands, the 

feet, and any weapon.  In one-man kata, visualization of this should be stressed; and in two-
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man kata, ippon-kumite, weapons defense, sparring, or randori, the tori should never look into 

the eyes of uke and neither should he ever watch or follow a weapon.

One of the best ways to enhance the core principle of gaze is to teach and encourage the 

three stages of kata development:  A kata is first developed by learning proper sequence and 

technique.  A kata is further developed when demonstration is intuitive, focused inward, and 

undeterred by outside distraction. A kata is finally developed when demonstration is instinctive, 

focused outward, and attended by eight-directional awareness.  The last stage of development 

takes a lifetime to master.

KI-HAP

Ki-hap is the core principle of extending ki.  If you are alive, you have ki—bestowed by the 

Omnipotent Creator of all things when He breathed into the nostrils of our first father and man 

became a living soul.  If you are healthy, you have just as much ki as any marital arts master.  

The Chang Moo Kwan practitioner who understands this principle must be as a blade upon a 

whetstone, honed unto an awareness of this breath of life. He must be as steam rising from a 

pot of cooking rice, wont to extend that vitality from the harmony of the mind, will, and emotions 

through the physical medium of the body.

Technically, ki-hap or kiai is the dynamic expression of aiki, the static extension of ki, the 

undistracted state in which one’s living soul and its attributes, some to a greater or lesser extent, 

are brought into harmony with the motions or actions of one’s own physical body.  Ki-hap or kiai 

is the harmony or coordinated focus of body and soul extended through an opponent to upset 

his balance and end the fight.  In terms of kata, the use of the kiai/kihap or the “spirit shout” is a 

tool for dynamically exerting aiki and eventually learning to do so without opening one’s mouth 

or even moving.  Extending ki (i.e. maintaining aiki and exerting kiai/kihap) is foundational to 

putting away weakening distraction and honing and applying one’s very soul in a conflict 
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situation.  Doing so can defeat a formidable opponent with a single glance or end a fight before 

it even starts.

Extending ki is one of the five foundational elements of kata that should not be minimized or 

overlooked when teaching students.  Therefore, visualization of an opponent and visualization 

of bunkai application should be stressed during the demonstration or practice of forms.  

Learning to extend ki can also be taught by stressing whole-body movement or tai-sabaki in 

every technique, by teaching students to assail targets beyond an opponent as opposed to on 

him, and via breaking exercises.  There are also some helpful ki exercises that I have included 

in the Appendix at the end of this essay.

With a proper understanding of this core principle of ki-hap, a Chang Moo Kwan practitioner 

sees kuzushi, or disturbance of an opponent’s balance, as the primary objective in any fight 

situation.  Moreover, striking technique is purposed, not to injure, but to unbalance, protect 

balance, or obliterate the will to fight. 

Again, for more in-depth discussion on this core principle, see the attached Appendix.

SHIFT OF WEIGHT

As plainly obvious in The Twelve, indigenous Chang Moo Kwan kata practiced in the early 

days of the Cho-Sun YMCA dojo and later revived by Nam Suk Lee in San Pedro, California, 

subtle shift of weight to maintain balance is an important principle of fighting.  Much earlier, In 

Yoon Byung demonstrated this in the aforementioned encounter with the Japanese students at 

Nihon University, the precursor to his training and trading of knowledge with Kanken Toyama.  In 

those moments, Byung skillfully deflected and evaded the Japanese karate students’ strikes and 

kicks and fought off many attackers simultaneously. Only with the ability to suddenly and subtly 

shift one’s weight and therefore maintain balance could this have been possible.
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Proper understanding and application of this shift of weight principle means a couple of 

things.  First of all, though a Chang Moo Kwan practitioner is prepared to go to the ground, it’s a 

place he never wants to be. The ability to subtly shift one’s weight is the mark of a sure 

foundation; and a sure foundation is sure-fire protection from having to fight on the ground.  I 

was in a mob situation in Kathmandu, Nepal years ago.  Suddenly, a seemingly peaceful albeit 

crowded situation turned into a raucous theater of violence.  In those moments, I was very 

grateful that I had been taught retention of balance through subtle shift of weight.  As hundreds 

of people were trying to kill me, I evaded, moved in circles, and maintained my feet.  Had I fallen 

to the ground, I would have assuredly been beaten or trampled to death.  Secondly, a Chang 

Moo Kwan instructor teaches his students to fight or ward off multiple attackers while 

maintaining his feet.  This can be done via sparring multiple attackers in timed rounds or by way 

of randori that involves two or more opponents.  In our dojo, a student is expected during a 

black belt test to be able to shift his weight and keep on his feet against five attackers.

Shift of weight is cultivated and enhanced in kata by way of proper stance, weight 

distribution, and transition from one movement to the next.  These things should not be 

overlooked or marginalized.

Finally and in the opinion of this Chang Moo Kwan instructor, the ability to subtly shift one’s 

weight and maintain balance throughout a conflict situation means that Chang Moo Kwan 

should be 70% footwork and 30% hand technique, beginning from stance and keeping 

weight underside. Like a Daruma doll, a Chang Moo Kwan practitioner who keeps his weight 

underside may be tilted but not trampled, never overextending that he might arise and return.

ACCURACY IN ATTACK AND DEFENSE

Accuracy in attack and defense is of more value than the strength of an ox; and the ability 
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to pinpoint one technique is worth more than a hundred punches and kicks.  This is the essence 

of Chang Moo Kwan, and it is the opinion of this author that a dojo which doesn’t stress 

pinpointing technique is not a Chang Moo Kwan dojo.  Targeting precision can and should be 

emphasized in kata.  For example, it the kata calls for a punch to the head, as is the case at the 

end of Pyan-dan Som, a Chang Moo Kwan instructor shouldn’t let the student get away with 

punching to the solar-plexus.  In one-steps or randori self-defense exercises, practical strikes to 

specific targets for specific purposes can and should be encouraged.  

The Chang Moo Kwan instructor who properly understands and applies this principle in the 

dojo will inevitably study and teach pressure points, gateways or conduits along the body’s 

energy meridians or nerve highways that can be entered or manipulated to affect the flow of ki. 

The sciences of acupuncture and acupressure utilize pressure points to help restore the flow of 

ki, while the martial artist would use the same via targeting precision to disrupt or unbalance that 

flow, thereby greatly weakening his opponent.  In summary, there are approximately 361 

pressure points on the human body that lie along twelve bilateral and two centerline meridians; 

there are also an additional 391 special points outside the framework of these meridians.  Many 

of these points can be useful in terms of self-defense and/or or prompt disarmament.  Some are 

activated by striking, others by pushing, pressing, or rubbing.  Generally speaking: attacking or 

manipulating one point is enough to effect pain and kuzushi (i.e. disturbance of balance); 

striking or pressing two points simultaneously registers the effect in the middle; three points 

properly coordinated will result in unconsciousness; four points can disrupt a major organ; and 

striking or pressing five coordinated points in the correct manner and sequence can be fatal.  

Interestingly, the movements found in The Twelve can be used to set up any number of these 

combinations quite naturally.  In fact, I would go as far as to say that there are no true blocks in 

indigenous Chang Moo Kwan kata, and virtually every move can be applied against pressure 

points.  For example, the “touching the bowstring” motion in Pyan-dan E and Pyan-dan Som, a 
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movement borrowed from Sanchin kata, has an interesting application that would break balance 

on a point, and the follow-up outside block against a point cluster would  assuredly end the fight. 

Of course, the application wouldn’t be pretty on the street, but its right there in the form; and it 

proceeds from accuracy in attack and defense.

This principle, in my opinion, is also interconnected with the Aikido core principle of “One 

Point.”  Itten, just below the belt knot, is the physical center of the body; and when the whole 

body moves with accuracy from this one point and goes with accuracy to one point, the weak 

become strong.  One point movement is whole body movement that is accurate in both attack 

and defense; and it is crucial for the martial artist to see every stance, every step, every strike, 

every throw, every transition, and every technique as necessarily involving this tai-sabaki and so 

deep that it cannot be mastered for a long, long time. 

KEEPING ADEQUATE DISTANCE

Maintaining adequate distance, or ma-ai, in encounters where space is forever changing, 

with every attack and every opponent, is crucial. A Chang Moo Kwan practitioner should never 

get close enough to be hit and never retreat far enough to be countered.

A martial artist must lean to constantly judge the changing distance of an encounter.  In the 

dojo, it is my opinion that training with an assortment of uke’s with different levels of strength 

and ability is the best means to that end.  Randori whereby the tori keeps his eyes closed and/or 

fighting exercises in low-light are also great ways to enhance mai-ai.

COORDINATION IN RHYTHM AND STRENGTH

In this author’s opinion, what is written between the lines or what is implied in the articulation 

of this core principle of fighting on page 20 of Chang Moo Kwan’s The Green Book, is more 

powerful than the words themselves and hearkens back to the very beginning of the Chang Moo 
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Kwan lineage before it was even known as Chang Moo Kwan.  Before suggesting the 

appellation Chang Moo Kwan to Nam Suk Lee, In Yoon Byung taught what he termed Kwon 

Bop Kong Soo Do at the Seoul, YMCA in the 1940’s.  The Korean phrase literally translates: 

“The Way of Fist Law and Empty Hand”, and this designation not only pays tribute to the spirit of 

eclecticism that Byung wove into his art from its outset (i.e. soft Chuan Fa from a Mongolian 

Grandmaster and hard Okinawan Karate from Kanken Toyama), but in its literary form, I also 

see Byung’s conviction that a superior martial style reflects a proper blending of hard art (fist 

law) with soft art (empty hand). In choosing between a hard and soft style, it should never be 

either/or, but both/and . . . this is Chang Moo Kwan in its indigeneity (lit. Korean for “building a 

complete martial arts house”).

Chang Moo Kwan should reflect a proper blending of hard art with soft art, a balance of 

power and fluidity, acute coordination of rhythm and strength.  This means that the Chang Moo 

Kwan practitioner doesn’t simply strike with his hands or his feet, he hits with the planets, 

working in harmony with the laws of physics and using them to his advantage.  It is important to 

remember and teach one’s students that the human body is finite, always vulnerable, and 

governed by the laws of physics.  Therefore, effecting kuzushi (i.e. disturbance of balance) is 

the primary objective in any fight situation; musubi (i.e. the art of blending) delegates advantage 

to the weak; muchimi (i.e. sticking to one’s opponent) diminishes reaction; natural and compact 

motion trumps that which is tense and protracted; dual action forces an opponent to choose; 

circular motion disrupts an opponent’s ability to stand or support himself by redirecting and 

accelerating force; and the ability to subtly shift one’s weight is the mark of a sure foundation 

(see above dicussion).

In a sense, this core principle means that the student of Chang Moo Kwan is also a physical 

scientist who understands and applies the laws of kinetic energy (i.e. the kinetic energy of an 

object is directly proportional to the square of its speed, so move 3 times faster, hit 9 times 
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harder) motion (i.e. for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction), and 

thermodynamics (i.e. energy cannot be created or destroyed, only redirected or transformed, 

and everything moves from a state of order to disorder).

Interestingly, The Twelve as revived and taught by Nam Suk Lee in his last days require a 

proper balance of power and fluidity, of rhythm and strength.  And, in passing these forms on to 

posterity, these nuances should not be trivialized or passed over.

CONTROL OF BREATHING

Chang Moo Kwan without controlled breathing or kokyu is like a car without fuel.  To breathe 

is not simply to inhale and exhale, but to concentrate power and effect timing in such a way that 

the martial artist dances to his own rhythm: breathing freely and allowing his energy to flow. 

Without breathing control, one cannot relax, and if one cannot relax, he loses a source of 

considerable power necessary to execute successful techniques.

Beginning students should be taught to breathe out loud with every movement in kata. As 

students advance and breathing with each movement becomes instinctive and controlled, the 

flow of air is not forced and should lose volume.

FLEXIBILITY IN BODY

The oft-neglected but no less important aspect of physical fitness is flexibility.  This is just as 

important as strength and endurance and the mention of this in Chang Moo Kwan’s Eight 

Elements of Fighting encapsulates a few different things.  Again, I am reading between the 

lines.

First of all, one should train wisely and with temperance, giving equal attention to strength, 

endurance, and flexibility, teaching his students to do the same.  Ironically, one way to ensure 

that students give proper attention to flexibility is to avoid taking more than a few minutes for 
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stretching at the beginning of class.  Students should be encouraged to stretch out before class 

begins, and if they fail to do so, their bodies will quickly discover why this is important.

Secondly, overtraining or unbalanced training rests in the bosom of fools and can do 

irreparable damage to mind, body, and soul. As Anko Itosu, Kanken Toyama’s teacher, wrote in 

a letter to the Japanese Ministries of Education and War in October of 1908: “One must not 

overtrain; this will cause you to lose the energy in your lower abdomen and will be harmful to 

your body. Your face and eyes will turn red. Train wisely.”

The flexibility in body core principle, in my opinion, also implies practicality in training. 

Practical training is against real-world attacks and with practical technique that is amazing when 

done well and viable when done poorly.  The Twelve are completely practical kata and therefore 

should be interpreted against practical real-world attacks. 

To be truly flexible in body, one must not train to inflict without also training to be inflicted.  

Power and speed wane, but fortitude and the flexibility in body to take a hit endures.  The best 

way to teach this is through timed-round sparring and randori.  Our dojo avoids point-sparring 

altogether.  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Conclusion 

Such are the musings upon what I consider to be the core principles of the indigenous art of 

Chang Moo Kwan.  Not only did these principles arise out of the historical contexts and early 

trainings of the style patriarchs, but they are evident in the indigenous kata revived by Nam Suk 

Lee in the waning years of his life in San Pedro, California.  Apart from these principles, the 

kata, the exercises, the classes, the belt tests, etc. are not Chang Moo Kwan; and to master 

Chang Moo Kwan, one must master these principles. 

Mastering core principles, interestingly enough, really does begin with kata, not the ability to 

perform kata, but the unique ability to study it, to interpret it, and to apply it; for in kata, all of 

these principles are couched.  In my opinion, that is what makes The Twelve, though seemingly 

very basic, such an amazing body of Chang Moo Kwan forms.  I would even go as far to say 

that there is enough principle housed within the first Ki-bone form to teach someone everything 

he needs to know for defending himself. To begin to appreciate this, I encourage the reader to 

consider what I believe to be the five elements of kata (with the oft-neglected fifth element every 

bit as important, if not more, so than the rest), the three stages of kata development (mentioned 

earlier), and the seven principles of kata interpretation.

Five Elements of Kata

1. shin – imperturbable focus, visualization

2. ki – inward fortitude projected outward

3. ryoku / waza – technique

4. unsui – rhythm & flow

5. bunkai – application

Three Stages of Kata Development

1. A kata is first developed by learning proper sequence and technique.
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2. A kata is further developed when demonstration is intuitive, focused inward, and undeterred by 
outside distraction.

3. A kata is finally developed when demonstration is instinctive, focused outward, and attended by 
eight-directional awareness.

Seven Principles of Kata Interpretation

1. Kata is a self-defense atlas meant to be studied and applied, not memorized and performed.

2. Kata is completely practical and should be interpreted against real world attacks.

3. There are no blocks in kata; and virtually every action can be applied against pressure points.

4. Kata conceals information in both normal progression and the rhythms of reversal, often 
promulgating what you need to know as opposed to movement you need to perform.

5. Effective self-defense technique often lies between the postures.

6. There is more than one correct way to interpret kata movement; there is more than one way to 
perform that movement.

7. Many of the secret treasures of kata are hidden in plain sight; the problem is we cannot see them 
or are never told about them. Thus, to train in basics is to train in the very secrets of kata.

If the Chang Moo Kwan instructor will embrace these principles of kata, apply them, and teach 

them to his students, the core principles of his art will become quite evident, and seemingly 

basic and boring forms will suddenly appear a treasure chest of core principle to be taught as 

principle and not technique.  This is the road to mastering Chang Moo Kwan, for to master 

Chang Moo Kwan is to master its principles.  If you master one Chang Moo Kwan technique, 

you have one technique. If you master one Chang Moo Kwan principle, you have a thousand 

techniques. 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APPENDIX—Further Discussion Concerning KI 

 Ki is derived from a Chinese character that depicts steam rising from rice as it cooks.  It 

literally translates “breath, air, or gas,” and is understood in Chinese medicine and martial arts to 

refer to the life force that all living thing possess.  Another way to define this abstraction is 

“vitality.”  There is nothing mystical or religious about this: if you are alive, you have ki; and if you 

are healthy, you have just as much ki as any martial arts master.  This vitality, or life energy, is 

bestowed by the Omnipotent Creator of all things, and in a sense, at least as far as mankind is 

concerned, ki is what is referenced in Genesis 2:7: 

“And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of 
life; and man became a living soul.” 

 Unfortunately, ki is the one aspect of martial arts philosophy that has been most 

romanticized, most misconstrued, and most abused.  Some self-professed “masters” claim that 

ki gives them super-human strength while others boast ki as some sort of commodity that can 

be created, moved about, and sent out.  Ki has also been described as a “sixth sense” that can 

be developed or as something to make one heavy as lead or light as air.  And, the list of claims 

goes on and on, much of it belonging in a carnival side-show or sourced in witchcraft and the 

demonic. 

 As mentioned, ki does exist, and since all human beings have physical bodies undergirded 

by living souls, possessing this ki or vitality isn’t really the relevant issue for the martial artist, 

aside from the need to stay healthy and strong.  Rather, what is important in martial arts training 

is the awareness of one’s ki coupled with its honing (i.e. as a blade sharpened on a whetstone) 

and exertion or application through the physical medium of the body.  It’s the honed awareness 

and focused application of ki to static and dynamic technique which can equip an adept martial 

artist with esoteric abilities that make him formidable in combat or able to preemptively diffuse a 

hostile situation before punches are even thrown.  And yes, some of these abilities may or may 

not be easily or fully explained by the physical sciences, as is the case with great feats known to 

have been performed by normal people in moments of adrenaline-laced crisis. 
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Forrest E. Morgan, on page 103 of his excellent text Living the Martial Way (Fort Lee, NJ: 

Barricade Books, 1992), writes: 

Unfortunately, most modern [martial arts] instructors don’t understand these talents, much less use 
them.  As a result, they invent the nonsense we see offered the public today.  Even the few who really 
have the skills [i.e. to hone or apply ki]--those legitimate teachers of the classical martial arts--rarely 
comprehend their own capabilities well enough to pass them on to others.  Instead, they continue the 
time-honored tradition of repetitive physical drill, year after year, until some small percentage of 
students intuitively grasp and apply the skills of their forebears.  Most students never catch on . . . 
Don’t misunderstand me; I’m not criticizing the repetitive nature of traditional martial training.  That 
process lays the essential foundation for properly learning any martial art, and I’m a true believer in 
the traditional way.  But, there are better approaches to teach the esoteric skills [honing and 
application of ki] than simply waiting for students to figure them out for themselves. 

 This journey begins with understanding the principles of aiki (i.e. the static expression of ki) 

and kiai (i.e. the dynamic expression of ki). Both of these terms are Japanese in origin (the 

Korean for kiai is ki-hap) and describe abilities used at higher levels in most traditional martial 

arts.  Each term is a combination of ki (i.e. life energy or soul/spirit) with ai (i.e. harmony, 

blending, or existing in concentration), and interestingly, each is an anagram of the other.  There 

is no fundamental difference between aiki and kiai, though the connotations slightly contrast. 

Aiki refers more to an undistracted state in which one’s ki (living soul) and its attributes, some to 

a greater or lesser extent, are brought into harmony with the motions or actions of one’s own 

physical body. Such coordinated focus in martial arts inevitably then incorporates blending with 

and dominating the physical motions of an attacking opponent.  For this reason, the traditional 

style of Aikido concentrates upon physically blending with an opponent’s attack and then using 

his energy, leverage, or momentum to upset his balance and thereby dominate the situation. 

The connotation of kiai, on the other hand, has more to do with the dynamic expression of aiki 

or the harmony/coordinated focus of body and soul.  In terms of kata, the use of the kiai or “spirit 

shout” is supposed to be a tool for learning to dynamically exert aiki, but sadly, like so much 

modern martial arts training, physical trappings have been confused with and substituted for 

internal function.  Aiki can actually be exerted without shouting or even moving, and learning to 

maintain aiki and exert kiai are foundational to putting away weakening distraction and honing 
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and applying one’s very soul or ki in a conflict situation.  Around the turn of the 20th century, a 

Daito Ryu Aikijujutsu headmaster rightfully acknowledged that proper development of this skill 

can lead to “defeating your opponent with a single glance.”  Much more could be said, and more 

careful consideration should be given to these matters. 

 An interesting study would involve the relationship of ki to the electromagnetic fields 

generated by the human body (an amazing aspect of the Creator’s intelligent design). Is ki 

linked to one’s magnetic field, and can this field be harnessed or utilized like an arm, a leg, or 

the brain?  Does aiki or kiai somehow bridge to the physical in the electromagnetic field of the 

human body? 

 Another interesting study would involve the triune nature of man (body, soul, and spirit) as 

revealed in the Bible (I Thessalonians 5:23, Hebrews 4:12), the aspect of man that reflects the 

triune image of God (Genesis 1:26-27), and how ki (life energy), aiki (harmony of body and 

soul), and kiai (concentrated focus of body/soul harmony) are best understood and applied in 

this framework. How do the body’s five senses or gates (sight, smell, hearing, taste, and touch) 

and the soul’s five primary attributes or channels (imagination, conscience, memory, reason, 

and affections) affect ki and its application? Is perfect harmony of the five senses and the five 

attributes of the soul even possible?  Or, is the honing and application of ki more about the 

coinciding absence of distraction or roadblocks in these gates and channels? Where does the 

spirit of man, its five faculties (i.e. faith, hope, reverence, prayer, and worship), and the absolute 

truth of I Corinthians 2:14-15 fit into the study and application of ki?  Finally, what are the 

implications or ramifications concerning ki when one considers and compares the unregenerate 

spirit of man born in sin and abiding in darkness as the human will stands guard at the door 

between the soul and the spirit versus the regenerate spirit of man, born again in Christ Jesus, 

the human will having been surrendered to the indwelling Holy Spirit? Can these disparate 

states ultimately point toward diametrically opposing consequences in terms of aiki and kiai?  

Careful consideration should be given to these questions, particularly when it comes to martial 
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arts practitioners who operate within the moral framework a biblical worldview or their Christian 

faith. 

 So, ki is real, and its not religious; it can be honed; and it can be applied in martial arts.  

True aiki and kiai actually take years to properly develop (though complete or perfect maturation 

is doubtful in man’s fallen and finite state), and there is no exact formula for success in this 

endeavor.  Forrest Morgan, in the above referenced work, argues that the following tangible 

guidelines, however, “will begin your internal development and take the hit-or-miss guesswork 

out of this part of your warrior training” (Morgan, 107): 

 1. Find heart 
 2. Practice everything from the center of the body (i.e. the lower abdomen) 
 3. Utilize the proper art of breathing to apply physical strength most effectively 
 4. Learn to focus your whole being toward a single objective 
 5. Practice kata with utmost seriousness 

Below, in addition, are some preliminary exercises than can help with concentrated focus and, 

thereby, the honing and application of Ki: 

KI BREATHING 

1. Stand with feet shoulder-width apart 

2. Slowly bring the arms up in a circular motion to cross above the head with a deep inhale 

3. During exhale, slowly drop the arms down in a circular motion to cross in front of the 

abdomen 

4. While repeating this motion, maintain a state of complete relaxation, and focus on the itten 

(the physical center of the body that lies about 2-3 inches below the navel) 

5. Imagine a ball of energy in the itten; visualize pulling from this energy ball as the arms go up 

and  pushing into this energy ball as the arms drop down 

FISH SWIMMING UP THE STREAM 

1. Pointing with the index finger and the middle finger of one hand, imagine leading a 

swimming fish into the middle finger of outstretched opposite hand 
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2. Mentally, lead the swimming fish through the middle finger, into the center of the palm, and 

down to the wrist 

3. Once arriving at the wrist, reverse the fish’s direction and lead it back out the middle finger 

of the outstretched hand with the pointed index and middle fingers of the opposite hand 

4. Next, imagine leading two fish with the index and middle fingers of the opposite hand into 

the index and ring finger of the outstretched hand.  Follow the same course (u-turn at wrist) 

as steps 2 and 3 

5. Repeat steps one through four as many times as possible; imagine fish swimming very 

slowly 

6. Concentrate, and soon you will feel a tingling sensation along the pathway of the imaginary 

fish; this is the result of increased Ki awareness 

7. It is easier to sense Ki in this exercise while in a bathtub or shower. 

FINGER TIPS 

1. Point the fingertips of each hand toward each other about an inch apart 

2. Shift one hand down about an inch while shifting the opposite hand up about an inch 

3. Reverse the movement and repeat 

4. Soon, you will notice a tingling sensation in the fingertips; this is the flow of Ki 

PALM BALL 

1. Hold hands, palms facing each other, about 8 inches apart 

2. Push palms toward each other, squeezing the air between 

3. Pull palms apart, stretching the air between  

4. Push the palms together again, this time bringing them much closer 

5. Repeats steps 2-4 multiple times until you start to feel a tingling sensation between the 

palms 
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6. Now, imagine the tingling sensation between the palms to be a ball or balloon that contracts 

and expands with the movement of the hands 

7. The tingling sensation, or the flow of Ki, should grow 

SENSING KI 

1. Hold out the palm of one hand while pointing toward it from about 12 inches away with the 

index finger of the opposite hand 

2. Move the pointing index finger in a small circular motion until you sense this movement in 

the open palm of the other hand 

3. Now, have a partner place an object such as a book or newspaper between your hands and 

continue the exercise, trying to sense the movement through the object 

FIRE WALKING 

1. Hold hands, palms facing each other, about 8 inches apart and out in front of the lower 

abdomen 

2. Visualize a ball of fire between the palms of the hands 

3. C-step into alternating front-forward stances while moving across the floor 

4. Pull the ball of fire toward the opposite hip as the back foot comes to center and steps 

through 

5. Push the ball of fire out in front of the abdomen as the moving foot sets down into the front 

position of the front-forward stance 

6. Repeat steps 3-5 with a relaxed flowing motion; as the Ki flows, the hands should begin to 

grow warm 

UNBREAKABLE CIRCLE 

1. Tori should make a circle with the thumb and index or middle finger 

2. The uke should then grasp tori’s thumb and finger in separate hands 
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3. If the tori tenses his muscles, the fingers can be pulled apart easily 

4. Tori should keep relaxed pressure between the thumb and finger, visualizing a circle of iron 

5. Uke should try to pry the tori’s thumb and finger apart slow and steadily, trying not to break 

the tori’s concentration 

UNBENDABLE ARM 

1. Tori should extend both arms out straight with one hand wrapped around the opposite fist 

2. Uke should try to bend tori’s arms at the elbow while tori uses muscle strength to resist 

3. Now, the tori should keep the arms straight with relaxed pressure, hands open and fingers  

 spread  

4. Tori should concentrate on allowing Ki to flow out of his body through the arms and 

forefingers while imagining water flowing through a fire hose 

5. Uke should use slow and steady pressure to bend the arms while trying not to break the 

tori’s concentration 

SHOWERING WITH KI 

1. Inhale slowly and imagine that you are bringing a bucket of warm water above your head 

2. Bring hands above head 

3. Visualize pouring the warm water into your body through the top of your head 

4. Exhale slowly and imagine that the warm water runs throughout your body, washing down 

everything inside and reaching every corner 

5. From the top of the head, slowly move the hands down to push the water 

6. As the hands reach below the groin, visualize the water flowing out the soles of the feet like 

gushing springs 

7. The entire action should take approximately one minute 

8. Repeat several times
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